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Abstract

We present a lip contour extraction method using sep-
arability of color intensity distributions. Usually it is diffi-
cult to robustly extract the outer lip contour mainly because
of the following two problems. First, the outer lip contour
is often blurred. Secondly, the contrast between the skin
and the lip region is often reduced by transformation from
the color intensity to the gray scale intensity. To overcome
these two problems we propose an edge detection method in
which edge strength is defined as separability of two color
intensity distributions. We apply the proposed method to
lip contour extraction using an active contour model. We
present several experimental results demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction
Lip contour extraction is a useful technique for obtain-

ing a shape of a mouth in an image, and is one of the most
important techniques for human-machine interface appli-
cations such as lip reading and facial expression analysis.
However, there are two main problems with regard to ro-
bust lip contour extraction in practical situations. Firstly,
the outer contour of the lip, particularly of the lower lip, is
often blurred. Secondly, the contrast between the skin and
the lip region is often reduced by transformation from the
color intensity to the gray scale intensity.

To extract the lip contour we use an active contour
model. Most previous lip contour extraction methods use
an active contour model which extracts a curve with high
edge strength. For this process it is important to robustly
detect edges on the lip contour. However, most of the pre-
vious edge detection methods using gradient of gray scale
intensity [1][2] are insufficient to robustly detect edges on
the outer lip contour because of the above two problems. A
method using separability of two gray scale intensity dis-
tributions within each of two local regions [3] is one of
the most effective methods for detecting such edges since
the method is effective for detecting blurred edges. This is
mainly because in the method an edge is defined not as a
point where the gray scale intensity changes steeply but as

Figure 1: Reducing separability by transforming (a)
2-dimensional color intensity distributions to (b) 1-
dimensional gray scale intensity distributions.

a boundary of two adjoining regions which are well sepa-
rated.

However, this method is ineffective in coping with the
second problem since it uses the gray scale intensity as an
image feature. Transformation from the color intensity to
the gray scale intensity often changes sufficiently-separated
three-dimensional distributions to insufficiently-separated
one-dimensional distributions (Fig.1). In such cases, an
edge which originally has a high edge strength may not
be detected. Alternatively the hue can be used to distin-
guish the lip region from the face [4][5] and has proven to
be more effective for detecting the lip region than the gray
scale intensity. But, in the case of most of the methods us-
ing the hue, it has difficulties coping with various human
lips. In addition, the hue is often insufficient to enhance the
contrast between the lower lip region and the skin region.
Consequently, we believe that separability of color inten-
sity distributions will prove effective for detecting edges on
the outer lip contour.

As described in detail in section 2, we must determine a
projection axis to calculate separability. A N-dimensional
distribution (N : a natural number) of variables is projected
onto theprojection axis and consequently becomes a one-
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dimensional distribution. In the case of one-dimensional
variables, theprojection axis corresponds to the axis of
the variable. On the other hand, in the case of multi-
dimensional variables, theprojection axis (Fig.1(a)) is not
determined. Therefore, we introduce a method for deter-
mining theprojection axis in the multi-dimensional feature
space by Fisher discriminant analysis so that separability is
maximized. Kaucic et al. proposed a similar method to en-
hance the contrast between the skin and the lip region [6].
Their method is based on projection of the color intensity
onto an axis, determined by Fisher discriminant analysis, to
maximize separation of two distributions composed of color
intensities within the skin and the lip region respectively.
This method has proven to be more effective for identifying
the lip than transformation to the hue image. However, the
optimum Fisher axis is thought to be different for each per-
son and each part of the lip. Therefore, the proposed method
determines the optimum Fisher axis at each local region in
each image.

In this paper, we apply the proposed edge detection
method to extract the outer lip contour using an active con-
tour model. The experimental results show that the pro-
posed method is more effective for extracting the blurred
outer lip contour than are the conventional methods.

2. Edge Detection using Separability
2.1. Separability of One-Dimensional Distri-

butions
Firstly, we explain the definition of separability of one-

dimensional distributions. We use a separability mask com-
posed of two regions (Fig.2). Separabilityη is calculated as

η =
σb

2

σT
2

(1)

σT
2 =

1
N

N∑

i=1

(xi − xm)2 (2)

σB
2 =

1
N
{n1(x1 − xm)2 + n2(x2 − xm)2}, (3)

whereσ2
T is the variance of all image intensities in region

1 and region 2.N is the number of all pixels in the two
regions.xi is the intensity at pixeli andxm is the average
intensity in the two regions.σ2

B is a between-class variance
of region 1 and region 2.x1 andx2 are average intensities
in region 1 and region 2, respectively.n1 andn2 are the
numbers of pixels in region 1 and region 2, respectively.
Separabilityη is a normalized value which has a range from
0 to 1.0. We use this separability as edge strength.

Next we explain our method for detecting edges using
separability on the supposition that the method is applied to
contour extraction using an active contour model [8]. We

Figure 2: Edge detection using separability.

Figure 3: Separability on the search line.

suppose an active contour near the object and sample points
on the active contour (Fig.2). Also we suppose a search
line set so as to be vertical to the active contour at a sample
point. Separability masks are located in a direction parallel
to the search line, at each pointPm(m = 1, 2, ..., M) on the
search line, whereM is the number of masks. Separability
ηm is evaluated at correspondingPm. A point Pk which
gives a local peak value is defined to be an edge location
(Fig.3).

2.2. Separability of Multi-Dimensional Distri-
butions

It is known that the gray scale intensity is inadequate for
identifying the outer lip contour [7]. This is mainly since
transformation from the color intensity to the gray scale in-
tensity often reduces the contrast between the skin and the
lip region. Therefore, the method using separability of gray
scale intensity described in the previous subsection is dis-
advantaged in that it isn’t able to make full use of the color
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information. Hence we propose an edge detection method,
separability of multi-dimensional distributions. The
proposed method is able to calculate separability of two dis-
tributions composed of multi-dimensional variables such as
the color intensity. Also, since the definition of an edge in
the proposed method is similar to that in the method using
separability of one-dimensional distributions, the proposed
method naturally has robustness against noise and effective-
ness in detecting blurred edges.Separability of multi-
dimensional distributions ηM is calculated as the largest
eigenvalueλmax of the matrixÂ written as

Â = ŜT
−1

ŜB (4)

ŜT =
N∑

i=1

(xi − x(m))(xi − x(m))T (5)

ŜB =
n1n2

N
(x(1) − x(2))(x(1) − x(2))T (6)

xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xiD), (7)

wherexi is an image intensity vector, andD is the num-
ber of dimensions of the variable.̂ST is a scatter matrix of
all image intensity vectorsxi in both region 1 and region 2
(Fig.2). N is the number of all pixels in both regions.x is
the average vector of color intensity vectors in both regions.
ŜB is the between-class scatter matrix of region 1 and re-
gion 2.n1 andn2 are the numbers of pixels in region 1 and
region 2, respectively.x(1) andx(2) are the average vectors
of color intensity vectors in region 1 and region 2, respec-
tively. ηM is a normalized value which has a range from 0
to 1. In the proposed method we define edge strength as this
separabilityη

M
.

Usually calculation of eigenvalues has a high compu-
tational cost and is sometimes unstable. In addition the
problem is potencially more serious since matrixÂ is not
symmetric. Nevertheless, in the proposed method we can
quickly and stably calculateηM as

ηM =

∣∣∣ŜB u
∣∣∣

∣∣∣ŜT u
∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣ŜBŜT
−1

(x(1) − x(2))
∣∣∣

|x(1) − x(2)| (8)

u = ŜT
−1

(x(1) − x(2)), (9)

whereu is an eigenvector of the matrix̂A corresponding to
an eigenvalueλmax. The eigenvectoru is the Fisher axis,
that is, theprojection axis determined so that separability

is maximized. Calculation of̂ST
−1

has a much lower cost
than calculation of an eigenvalue of matrix̂A.

Figure 4: Edge strength on the search line. (a) hue gradient
(b) gray scale separability (c) color separability

2.3. Basic Performance of Separability of
Multi-Dimensional Distributions

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we experiment with detecting edges on the outer
lip contour. We assign a search lineL on the mouth
(Fig.4). Three edge detection methods are performed along
the search line: (a) hue gradient, (b) gray scale separabil-
ity, and (c) color separability (the proposed method). The
image size is 100×75 pixels, and separability mask sizes
Mw andMh are 16 and 8 pixels, respectively. Each result
is plotted in Figure.4.

All local peak pointslp-(a)-1,lp-(b)-1, andlp-(c)-1 cor-
respond to edge-1 on the outer contour of the upper lip.
This means that all three methods are able to detect edge-1.
However, only one local peak pointlp-(c)-2 of the proposed
method corresponds to edge-2 on the outer contour of the
lower lip, whereas methods (a) and (b) are unable to detect
edge-2. With respect to method (a), this result can be under-
stood since transformation to the hue image is inadequate
for enhancing the contrast between the lip region and the
skin region for this sample image. With respect to method
(b), the result can be explained as follows. Although there
was originally an obvious separation of two color intensity
distributions corresponding to the skin and the lip region
respectively, the separation has vanished through the trans-
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Figure 5: Formation of an active contour.

formation to the gray scale intensity. This problem often oc-
curs in detection of edges on the outer contour of the lower
lip. Thus, the proposed method appears to be the most effec-
tive for extracting the outer contour of the lower lip among
the three choices.

3. Lip Contour Extraction
As a method for lip contour extraction, we use an active

contour model [8]. This method is based on minimization
of an energy function which is defined so that it decreases as
an active contour gets close to the contour of an object. We
form the active contour with the B-spline curveL(t) with
eight control pointsQi (i = 1, 2, ..., 8) (Fig.5) and B-spline
functionsNi(t) as

L(t) =
8∑

i=1

Ni(t) Qi, (10)

wherei indicates the number of control points, andt is a pa-
rameter to indicate the position on the B-spline curve which
has a range from 0 to 8 [9]. The energy functionE is de-
fined as

E = Eint + Eimage, (11)

whereEint is the internal energy, which represents smooth-
ness of the active contour andEimage is the image energy,
defined to be minimum when the active contour is correctly
on the contour. In this paper we introduce a simplification
in that we don’t take account of the internal energy since
the B-spline representation maintains smoothness via hard
constraints implicit in the representation [9]. Therefore, the
energy functionE is composed of only the image energy
Eimage. We define the image energyEimage as the aver-
age of separabilities calculated at all sample points. Conse-
quently, the energy functionE is written as

Figure 6: Convergent process of an active contour.

E = Eimage = − 1
Ns

Ns∑

k=1

η(sk), (12)

wheresk denotes thekth sample point on the B-spline curve
(Fig.5), andNs is the number of sample points.

The active contour is controlled using separability as fol-
lows:

• Ns sample points are placed on the active contour.

• At each sample pointsk, the following three processes
are executed.

– Set three masksMc (c = 1, 2, 3) on the search
line L (Fig.6 (a)).

– Calculate theη(c) at each of the three masks.

– Determine theexternal force fk (Fig.6 (b)).

• Move the active contour according to all theexternal
forces fk (k = 1, 2, ..., Ns) (Fig.6 (c)).

• Repeat the above three processes until convergence.

The search lineL is determined so as to be vertical to the
tangential line of the active contour at the sample pointsk.
External force fk is a vector which determines the direc-
tion and the amount of the movement of the active contour
near sample pointsk. It is written as

fk =





α vk : η(3) > η(1), η(2)

0 : η(2) > η(1), η(3)

− α vk : η(1) > η(2), η(3),
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whereα is a constant andvk is a vector whose length is 1.0
in a direction parallel to the search lineL and toward the
inside of the active contour. The active contour is moved
according to all theexternal forces fk via the principle of
virtual work [9]. By repeating these processes the energy
function (12) is minimized and the active contour approches
the correct lip contour. This repetition continues until the
number of iterations exceeds a thresholdTth.

4. Experimental Results

We applied the proposed edge detection method to lip
contour extraction and evaluated its effectiveness compared
to gray scale separability, a conventional method. We have
collected 200 sample color images of 10 personsIn(n =
1, 2, ..., 10), of size 320×240 pixels. We tested lip contour
extraction with all the sample images using the conventional
method and the proposed method. In two lip contour extrac-
tions of the conventional method and the proposed method
which are tested on the same image, initial locations of two
active contours are the same and are randomly determined
near the mouth. The separability mask sizesMw andMh

are 16 and 8 pixels, respectively. Figure 8 shows 10 exam-
ples of results of lip contour extraction.

For the conventional method, the contours of the upper
lip are correctly extracted except(I6) and (I9), whereas
the contours of the lower one are almost all incorrectly ex-
tracted. This result is due to the fact that the contour of
the lower lip is usually less distinct than that of the upper
one. In examples of the conventional method except(I1),
(I2) and(I10), the edges on the outer contour of the lower
lip are partially undetected, and the other parts such as the
inner contour of the lower lip are partially extracted by mis-
take. On the other hand, the proposed method has robustly
extracted not only the outer contour of the upper lip but that
of the lower one for all examples except(I9). This differ-
ence between the two results is mainly due to the fact that
the proposed method can detect the edges on the outer con-
tour of the lower lip which the conventional method cannot.
In such cases, separability of the skin and the lip region,
which is originally high, vanishes through the transforma-
tion from the color intensity to the gray scale intensity.

To compare the effectiveness of the conventional and the
proposed methods, we calculated the error ratios of the two
methods for each personIn. We defined the error ratio re-
garding each person asNerror/Nimage, whereNimage is
the number of sample images of each person, andNerror is
the number of failed sample images of each person. In order
to decide whether a result of contour extraction is correct,
we have introduced a factorFc as

Fc =
Sdiff

L2
c

, (13)

Figure 7: An illustration of the aeraSdiff which represents
the area between the correct lip contour and an active con-
tour.

whereSdiff is the area between the correct lip contour and
an active contour (Fig.7),Lc is a length of the correct lip
contour. The factorFc represents a degree of incorrectness
of the result of contour extraction. IfFc is larger than a
threshold value, the result of contour extraction is incorrect.
The correct contour is manually traced in advance. Also, in
this paper, the threshold value is determined as 0.04. This
threshold value of 0.04 means that a permissible amount of
an average difference between a correct lip contour and an
active contour is 4 pixels whenLc is 100 pixels. We show
the error ratios for each person (Table 1).

The error ratio of the proposed method is smaller than
that of the conventional method with respect to all persons.
This result shows that the proposed method can robustly ex-
tract a lip contour despite individual. Almost all the cases
in which the proposed method cannot correctly extract the
outer lip contour occurred when the initial location of the
active contour is closer to other parts which have a high
edge intensity, such as the inner lip contour, than the outer
lip contour.

Table 1: Error ratios (%) of lip contour extractions

(a) conventional method (b) proposed method

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 total

(a) 20 25 40 55 30 45 60 50 60 40 42.5

(b) 0 10 20 20 15 25 30 20 35 10 18.5

5. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a method for

edge detection usingseparability of multi -dimensional
distributions. We have defined edge strength as the sep-
arability of two multi-dimensional distributions maximized
by Fisher discriminant analysis. We have used the color
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intensity as a variable composing multi-dimensional distri-
butions, and applied the proposed method to detect edges
on the outer lip contour. Experimental results have demon-
strated that the proposed method can detect edges whose
separation is such that it vanishes following transformation
from the color intensity to the gray scale intensity.

Subjects for future work include solving the following
problem. The proposed method sometimes detects more
edges than the conventional method, including some which
are not on the contour of the target object. This is mainly
since the proposed method more sensitively detects the sep-
aration of two regions than the conventional method does.
Therefore, compared with the results of the conventional
method, those of the proposed method have a tendency to
be more dependent on the initial location of the active con-
tour.
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